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FX: Evaluating the scenarios
This July could prove to be a testing month for FX markets, given
the rise in trade tensions
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There’s more value in outlining potential scenarios
This is a particularly uncertain time for FX markets; where the escalation in the
global trade war ends nobody knows. This makes a baseline FX scenario
exceptionally difficult.
Rather than delivering back-to-back cuts in our baseline EUR/USD profile (despite
mounting pressure in that direction) this month we believe there’s more value in
outlining potential scenarios. Our full scenario analysis can be found here.
Below we summarise four potential paths for EUR/USD into 2019, all supported by
various assumptions for some of the key inputs, such as rate spreads and risk
premia.

Four scenarios for EUR/USD into end 2019 (Click to enlarge)

EUR/USD could potentially see 1.10 this summer
Compared to a tentative baseline of EUR/USD recovering to 1.23 by the end of the
year, risks look clearly skewed to the downside. Were the Trump team to accelerate
their review of auto imports and formally adopt the 20% tariffs on EU auto imports,
we could potentially see 1.10 this summer. A scenario of 1.05 would, however,
require: a) peak rate divergence where the US economy/Fed pricing is immune to
rising trade tensions and b) peak pessimism on German and Italian politics.
It also remains a challenging time for EM FX. Slowing world trade and the Fed
potentially taking policy into ‘tight’ territory could see the headwinds to EM turn
into a hurricane.

EUR/USD spot rate projections
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